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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract 

Lean Startup is described as the application of lean thinking to the process of innovation, where a process of validated learning allows 
entrepreneurs to develop and test their products through frequent experiments. Such learning capabilities remain critical as we progress into an 
era of digitalization, where an abundance of data promises to advance the way in which many organizations develop problem-solving capabilities 
to learn to do better business. Thus, the aim of this paper is to provide insight into how the lean startup methodology can be used to develop 
digital solutions which enable manufacturers to better solve their problem-solving problems in the digital era.  We present insights from an 
innovative new startup company that has adopted the lean startup methodology to develop an augmented reality solution that promises to support 
and enhance the problem-solving capabilities of the operators of the future. The insights have relevance for both practitioners and researchers. 
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1. Introduction 

Lean Startup has been described as the application of lean 
thinking to the process of innovation [1]. At the heart of lean 
startup is validated learning – the process of running frequent 
experiments that allow entrepreneurs to test each element of 
their vision. However, this type of learning is not unique to the 
lean startup – and has more recently been identified as the core 
of lean thinking and practice [2]. As such, Toyota Motor Co. 
can be considered as the original, lean startup. 

Toyota leaders recognized early on that as the company 
grew, it risked becoming fat, slow and inflexible – a natural 
consequence of organizing activities for repeatable results. 
They called this phenomenon "big company disease" [3]. Short 
of everything, from capital to technology, Toyota leaders 
responded by developing, through trial and error, several 
unique learning systems, including the Toyota Production 

System (TPS) and the Toyota Product and Process 
Development System (TPPDS). Learning is at the heart of lean. 

Learning capabilities remain critical as we progress into an 
era of digitalization, where an abundance of data promises to 
advance the way in which many organizations develop 
problem-solving capabilities to learn to do better business. 
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide insight into how 
lean thinking and practice (as the foundation to the lean startup 
methodology) can be used to develop digital solutions which 
enable manufacturers to better solve their problem-solving 
problems in the digital era. We present practical insights from 
the validated learning of KIT-AR, a digital lean start-up that 
provides an advanced augmented reality (AR) system that 
enables improved problem-solving in smart manufacturing.  

In the following section, we present an overview of relevant 
theory before we describe our research design in chapter 3. In 
section 4 we provide an overview of KIT-AR and share insights 
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1. Introduction 

Lean Startup has been described as the application of lean 
thinking to the process of innovation [1]. At the heart of lean 
startup is validated learning – the process of running frequent 
experiments that allow entrepreneurs to test each element of 
their vision. However, this type of learning is not unique to the 
lean startup – and has more recently been identified as the core 
of lean thinking and practice [2]. As such, Toyota Motor Co. 
can be considered as the original, lean startup. 

Toyota leaders recognized early on that as the company 
grew, it risked becoming fat, slow and inflexible – a natural 
consequence of organizing activities for repeatable results. 
They called this phenomenon "big company disease" [3]. Short 
of everything, from capital to technology, Toyota leaders 
responded by developing, through trial and error, several 
unique learning systems, including the Toyota Production 

System (TPS) and the Toyota Product and Process 
Development System (TPPDS). Learning is at the heart of lean. 

Learning capabilities remain critical as we progress into an 
era of digitalization, where an abundance of data promises to 
advance the way in which many organizations develop 
problem-solving capabilities to learn to do better business. 
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide insight into how 
lean thinking and practice (as the foundation to the lean startup 
methodology) can be used to develop digital solutions which 
enable manufacturers to better solve their problem-solving 
problems in the digital era. We present practical insights from 
the validated learning of KIT-AR, a digital lean start-up that 
provides an advanced augmented reality (AR) system that 
enables improved problem-solving in smart manufacturing.  

In the following section, we present an overview of relevant 
theory before we describe our research design in chapter 3. In 
section 4 we provide an overview of KIT-AR and share insights 
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from developing the AR system, before drawing relevant 
conclusions in section 5. 

2. Theoretical Background 

[1] discovered that applying the ideas from lean 
manufacturing to entrepreneurial challenges provides a 
framework for making sense of them. Therefore, in this section, 
we provide an overview of relevant theory from lean 
manufacturing. 

2.1. The birth of lean thinking and practice 

Lean manufacturing become popular in the 1990s following 
the publication of The Machine that Changed the World [4], in 
which it was described as a complete organizational approach 
to business management – from dealing with customers to 
designing the [product], running the factory, coordinating the 
supply chain and managing the enterprise. However, many 
adopters tend to limit applications of lean to the factory floor, 
in the form of tools and best practices as a means of realizing 
operational excellence. [5] reframes the role of such lean best 
practices, and presents them as frames for learning and value 
creation. [6] also suggests that lean is a learning system with 
four distinct sub-systems, each addressing specific questions: 

• Product Planning (PP) system – how can we learn what 
products to improve or introduce next to make each 
customer a life-time customer? 

• Toyota Product Development System (TPDS) – how do 
we keep in touch with customers and their evolving 
needs to better understand what to keep and what to 
develop or discard in each product? 

• Toyota Production System (TPS) – How can we 
continuously look for the next step of the productivity 
frontier? 

• Total Quality Management (TQM) – How do we 
develop the management and back-office practices that 
are needed to support the other three learning systems? 

We suggest that each of these questions has relevance for 
building problem-solving capabilities in people, both as small 
firms as well as in large multinational organizations, such as 
Toyota. 

2.2. Lean startup 

Exploring key scientific, academic, and professional 
concepts and theories behind the lean startup, [7] positions it as 
a practical and up-to-date implementation of strategy based on 
the learning school of strategy making [8]. Thus, given its 
practical-oriented nature, the Build-Measure-Learn (BML) 
feedback loop serves as a critical element of the lean startup 
model. Similar to Deming's [9] Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) 
cycle, BML involves building experiments to test the business 
model hypotheses, measuring the results of these experiments 
through data analysis and insight, and finally learning – by 
confirming or annulling the hypotheses. The result of such 
validated learning is either pivoting or persevering, often 
through iteration towards a more superior offering. 

2.3. Digital Lean Manufacturing 

Digital lean manufacturing builds on new data acquisition, 
data integration, data processing, and data visualization 
capabilities to create different descriptive, predictive, and 
prescriptive analytics applications to detect, repair, predict and 
prevent unstable process parameters and / or avoid quality 
issues that might otherwise lead to waste in the cyber- and 
physical worlds [10]. As such, it can be considered an enabler 
of Zero-Defect Manufacturing (ZDM). Although ZDM is not a 
new concept, it promises to reshape the manufacturing 
ideology, given advances in digital technology. 

Manufacturers are in the midst of a fourth industrial 
revolution, otherwise known as Industry 4.0 [11]. Though there 
have been many discussions as to whether lean and 
digitalization are complementary or contradictory [12, 13], we 
suggest that there is a synergetic effect to be realized – in which 
lean paves the way for effective digital transformation and 
digitalization enhances lean thinking and practice. In this 
context, we emphasize augmented reality (AR) solutions in 
particular, as there is clear evidence that such solutions 
positively impact problem-solving capabilities in people [14]. 

As such, in this paper, we intend to illustrate how lean 
thinking and practice, with learning at its core, can be used to 
develop innovative products for customers that help solve the 
customers' problem-solving problems. We suggest, in a digital 
lean context, that generating insights from data in a user-
friendly manner promises to significantly advance the fields of 
Lean and Zero-Defect Manufacturing in the digital era. 

3. Research Design 

Given the practical nature of the lean startup and its BML 
development cycle, we adopt action learning research (ALR) 
as our research approach to explore how the lean startup 
methodology can be used to guide the development of an 
augmented reality (AR) system for the cognitive augmentation 
of workers in digital lean manufacturing. We provide insights 
from the lean startup of KIT-AR, a small digital startup with 12 
employees operating out of the UK, Norway, and Portugal. One 
of the authors (as the founder and CEO of the organization), 
has been responsible for the process from concept to launch and 
assumes the role of insider action-learning researcher. 

ALR can be considered a form of action research [15] and 
is a related but different form of activity to action learning. [16] 
suggests that the key to understanding this difference is in 
making the distinction between learning (through action) and 
actionable knowledge [17]. When engaging in action learning, 
two commitments are relevant: a commitment to action and a 
commitment to learning [18]. There is no expectation, 
however, that on realization of these commitments, there will 
be a redeployment of that learning beyond the group, through 
creation and sharing of the emerging actionable knowledge. As 
such, ALR requires one further, related commitment – a 
commitment to adding to existing actionable knowledge. For 
the action-learning researcher, reflecting on the story of the 
action (from a theoretical perspective) aims to identify 
emergent theory so as to contribute to actionable knowledge. 
In ALR, data is both collected and generated (created) in action. 
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4. Developing KIT-AR 

In Industry 4.0, augmented reality (AR) is a key enabling 
technology that is set to revolutionize manufacturing. Several 
early adopters have already gained an edge over their 
competition, by empowering workers with AR to improve 
quality and reduce costly errors. As such, KIT-AR was 
established with the vision of facilitating symbiosis between 
physical plant and human operators in smart factories. 

KIT-AR's core technology consists of four interactive 
system modules: 
• KIT-BUILD - provides the means for engineers to capture 

the knowledge of people and processes in the form of smart 
instruction sets that are anchored in 3D product and process 
information. 

• KIT-ASSIST - resides in each AR device on the shop floor, 
whether it be a Head Mounted Device (HMD) or a mobile 
device. Once the worker is authenticated, KIT-ASSIST 
retrieves the correct instruction set along with the 
corresponding 3D models. The knowledge embedded in 
each step of the instructions is delivered at the point of need 
for the worker, tailored to their individual needs and 
personalizing the delivery. The navigation of the instruction 
sets is via voice recognition, thus enabling the worker to use 
the device hands-free, with minimal impact on their work. 

• KIT-SMART - aims to leverage the signals captured from 
the environment via wearables, internet of things (IoT) 
sensors, information systems, (e.g. Manufacturing 
Execution Systems (MES)), and cameras to enable the 
platform to perceive the work context and reason on whether 
the desired quality criteria is being met, triggering an 
intervention if necessary. The reasoning is based on the use 
of multiple sub-modules, each using Machine Learning 
(ML) to tackle a well-defined problem, such as deviation 
from the current standard or quality verification of an 
assembly step. 

• KIT-INSIGHT - all the data from the KIT-ASSIST and KIT-
SMART modules are captured while the worker is carrying 
out their job. Using both process mining and analytics, the 
engineer or manager is able to determine how the work was 
carried out on the shop floor, checking for potential 
performance bottlenecks, execution variants and verifying 
compliance, all with the aim of product and process 
optimization. This module closes the knowledge cycles by 
connecting the digitalization of the shop floor back to the 
engineering department, enabling continuous process 
improvement as both engineers and managers gain better 
decision-making capabilities. 
The KIT-AR solution is the result of lean product 

development, complemented with lean startup principles and 
an emphasis on Gemba-based learning (Gemba is the Japanese 
word for the real place, and in lean jargon refers to the place 
where the problem can be seen in situ). The inception was 
based on the identification and understanding of the needs of 
relevant stakeholders within an industrial manufacturing 
company, namely the operators, managers, and engineers. In 
the following section, we describe how each of the four 
modules were developed using the lean startup methodology 
and BML cycle. 

4.1. Learning cycle – KIT-Build 

During the first learning cycle, experiments were formed to 
test the validity of the intended KIT-BUILD module. We can 
refer to this cycle as understanding the customer's real 
problem. A combination of workshops (Fig. 1). with in-depth 
interviews resulted in a set of storylines that established the 
baseline functionality of the system. 

 

Fig. 1. KIT-Build learning workshops 

These activities were subsequently followed by workshops 
where the developers would characterize the needs and design 
the solution. The use of story maps (the second picture in Fig. 
1) was the means of capturing the knowledge generated within 
the development team, and it was also used to communicate 
with the stakeholders from the manufacturing companies, who 
would contribute to the refinement of the design of the solution. 
Through this iterative learning process, the companies 
developed a deeper understanding of their needs, which in 
some cases led to the identification of possible solutions by 
adapting their processes or adopting existing technical 
solutions in the marketplace. For the cognitive augmentation of 
the operators based on the delivery of the right knowledge at 
the right time, personalized to the operator and coupled with 
quality assurance data, a new solution was required, and KIT-
AR was born. 

4.2. Learning cycle – KIT-ASSIST & KIT-SMART 

Once the knowledge garnered allowed for the initial design 
of the solution, the use of the storyline was gradually replaced 
with interactive prototypes of increased sophistication as all 
stakeholders shaped the solution through Gemba-based 
learning. The two images below captured the very first 
prototype that was developed – tailor-made to support the 
delivery of knowledge to a worker in the maintenance and 
assembly of server racks. The task was chosen as representative 
of other assembly tasks of interest to three specific end-user use 
cases. 

 

Fig. 2. Initial KIT-AR prototype 

The company stakeholders experienced the early prototype, 
which led to the validation of the principle of cognitive 
augmentation and allowed to experiment different interface 
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paradigms, thus establishing the specifications of the next 
prototype. The sole purpose of the early prototype was to 
validate principles and define the best approach towards 
solving the different needs associated to cognitive 
augmentation. In actual fact, the early prototype was discarded. 

There were three use cases driving the development of the 
KIT-AR solution, all with the same underlying needs, but with 
very different requirements. Consequently, the approach taken 
was to start with the use case involving less product complexity 
to determine the functional baseline of the solution and 
gradually evolve into the solution supporting products of 
greater complexity. 

In addition to multiple visits to the shopfloor of the different 
manufacturing companies, the development team also setup a 
laboratory environment to support the development, either 
using an instance of the real product or using 3D-printed 
product samples. 

4.3. Learning cycle – KIT-INSIGHT 

This third learning cycle was different from the previous two 
cycles in that it emerged as an otherwise unknown need from 
the collaborative development and learning cycles with the 
customers. In fact, the KIT-INSIGHT module is the result of 
one of the customer representatives uttering the words 
"wouldn't it be great if the data captured from KIT-AR could 
be used for traceability – documenting the manufacturing 
process and enabling product and process improvement in 
hindsight". Where KIT-BUILD, KIT-ASSIST and KIT-
SMART were specifically designed based on the familiar 
requirements of the Gemba, KIT-INSIGHT came as a real 
discovery following the Gemba-based learning interventions. 

4.4. Evaluation Activities 

The approach taken in the development of KIT-AR was 
based on the lean startup with an emphasis on the co-creation 
of value, thus the evaluation of the solution was done regularly 
throughout the development phase. Different hypotheses were 
tested, validated, or disproved, thereby informing the next stage 
of the development cycle. Evaluation activities were often 
consolidated into subsequent stages of the development cycle. 
• Data collection: For training the reasoning of the KIT-

SMART modules, data was gathered from multiple sensors 
(e.g.: head orientation, video, images, etc.) in addition to the 
KIT-AR hardware. This data gathering happens on the 
shopfloor level with the operators. It usually occurs together 
with the technical testing. 

• Technical testing: Each particular instance of the KIT-AR 
solution is tested with operators performing their everyday 
tasks. Preliminary tuning of KIT-AR occurs during all 
interactions with initial feedback being obtained from 
operators. Normally, technical testing goes together with 
data collection in the same visit. 

• UX testing: Specific sessions to assess the UX of the KIT-
AR solution, using a mix of quantitative and qualitative 
methods and tools, were also utilized. The aim was to 
iteratively improve the user interface until one can 
comfortably focus on the utility of the solution. 

• Formative evaluation study: at this stage, the KIT-AR 
service was evaluated from all aspects, including the 
perception of utility. In-depth discussion to expand the 
initial responses was carried out to understand the 
underlying motivation and explore potential alternatives to 
inform the subsequent development cycle. At this stage, the 
key assumptions of the final study were validated, namely 
the KPIs. 

• Summative study: The final stage of evaluation corresponds 
to the assessment of utility of the KIT-AR solution. The 
chosen KPIs were measured to determine the impact 
assessment. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to provide insight into how lean 
thinking and practice (as the foundation to the lean startup 
methodology) can be used to develop digital solutions which 
enable manufacturers to better solve their problem-solving 
problems in the digital era. AR solutions that enable the 
cognitive augmentation of workers for improving problem-
solving capabilities in contemporary industrial settings 
emerged as an interesting and important area for development 
and learning in action. As such, we presented the development 
process of KIT-AR – a digital lean startup that aims to facilitate 
symbiosis between physical plant and human operators in 
smart factories. 

The major contribution of this work is that we present and 
highlight the BML approach to the lean startup as a useful and 
useable means of expediting learning in rapid product 
development iterations. We also highlight that this should 
always emphasize the genchi genbutsu principle of lean 
manufacturing – going physically to Gemba to experience and 
solve the problems firsthand with those involved – be it 
operators, engineers, or indeed customers. This is relevant for 
both practitioners and researchers in the field of digital 
innovation and entrepreneurship, as the paper shares actionable 
knowledge from practice, captured during the lean startup 
process at KIT-AR. 

In terms of further work, we suggest that an interesting area 
of development in AR is the challenge of collaborative 
visualization in engineering processes. It would be interesting 
to examine how the KIT-AR solution could be further 
developed as a collaborative problem-solving tool for the 
synchronous engagement of multiple workers in real-time. 

In terms of limitations, we understand that we present only 
one case – however, we suggest that the research process has 
been rigorous, reflective and relevant [19] as the action learning 
research approach that guided this study engaged with real life 
issues, was collaborative and reflective in nature and aimed to 
produce actionable and usable knowledge [20]. To conclude, 
we suggest that the interpretation and evaluation of the 
researcher’s own involvement in fact underpins the emergent 
actionable knowledge as a quality research process outcome. 
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